
Roger Raglin 
 

Roger owns and operates BKS productions 
and also produces the extremely popular 
television show “Roger Raglin Outdoors.” 
Roger makes northeastern Oklahoma his 
home and lives near Coweta. He and his 
wife Darlene have five children. They also 
have four grandchildren. 
 
In 1987, with a growing list of hunting 
accomplishments already under his belt, 
Roger had scheduled four fall hunting 

trips in an attempt to shoot a single season North American deer slam. However upon the 
suggestion of one of his guides, (Arizona resident Duane Adams) Roger ended up also shooting 
his hunts with a camera behind him. That whole thing seemed to be a pretty good fit for Roger. 
The events that would follow that initial whim are now history. 
 
With nearly 60 full featured hunting DVD's on the market, BKS Productions represents one of 
the largest active video production companies in America. BKS tapes are distributed by every 
major outlet including, Bass Pro, Wal-Mart, Gander Mountain, Cabelas, Dick's Sporting, 
Academy, Shields, to name a few. It is also impossible to walk into any rental outlet that carries 
hunting videos and NOT find Roger's tapes. In fact, ask the clerk in attendance whose tapes are 
the most popular and invariably more times than not their response will be, "Roger Raglin's BKS 
Tapes." 
 
The formula for Roger's success is quite simple - good wholesome entertainment that the entire 
family can watch; ethical and safe hunting practices; clean kill scenes; broadcast quality camera 
work; top professional production value; and perhaps most importantly there is Roger himself. 
 
The enthusiasm, drive and excitement that Roger delivers on camera is truly contagious. His 
patented, "Jiminy Christmas" saying is loved and repeated by the many thousands who have 
followed BKS tapes over the years. Roger's humor is natural, his devotion to the sport of 
hunting is genuine and his knowledge and expertise as an outdoorsman and hunter are 
exemplary. 
 
Roger hosts and produces his own television show, “Roger Raglin Outdoors,” seen in the 3rd 
and 4th quarters on Outdoor Channel. One of the most popular shows on that network, “Roger 
Raglin Outdoors” continues to air with high ratings and to the praises of the viewing audience; 
including fan favorite nominations. His show is sponsored by some of the strongest and most 
respected companies in the hunting industry. 
 
 

WWW.ROGERRAGLIN.COM 
 

http://www.rogerraglin.com/

